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The Good, The Bad and The Ugly are known to be every where, and Edain is all three. Edain and his
battalion of orcs are accompanied by Rudi Mackenzie, Seeker of The Church Universal and

Triumphant, Jake sunna Jake the Southside Freedom Fighter and friend of the Fellowship, Major Peter
Graber and Peter's battalion, and the recently free Jakob Karstenson. In this part of the story we will

follow the Fellowship as they attempt to gain entry to Rockgholz Castle. The Ultimate Goal of the
Fellowship is to free Jakob and the Criminals within the castle. After breaking in and being confronted

by four level 26 units of the Mythical Alliance, as well as one level 26 unit of the Church Universal
and Triumphant, it is clear that the Fellowship is going to be having a very hard time reaching their
goal. Even as they begin to lose hope they are helped by their unique abilities that unlock deeper

and deeper magic. [2] In the end they must all sacrifice themselves to reach the castle. [3] Edain is a
level 10 shaman, Rudi is a level 9 shaman, and Jake sunna Jake is a level 11 human. Jake sunna Jake

and Rudi were the key members of a team that uncovered one of the Big Boys of the Mythical
Alliance. Edain is the head Shaman of the Shaman's Council.. Jake is the only remaining member of

the Justice Riders and has not been seen or heard from in nearly a decade. Rudi Mackenzie is a
Seeker of the Church Universal and Triumphant and is making his second attempt at reclaiming the
wagons from Ingolf Vogeler. Edain, Rudi and Jake are trying to free the prisoners at the castle. They
are aided by two local wisewomen, Jada and Mary Smith. It has been ten years since the Fellowship

crossed paths with the AI / Mythical Alliance. Much has changed and the Fellowships needs help.
They will have to work together to gain entry to Rockgholz Castle. There they will hopefully meet up

with Jakob Karstenson again. 5ec8ef588b
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